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In this work we show that a magnon spin capacitor can be realized at a junction between two exchange coupled ferro-
magnets. In this junction, the buildup of magnon spin over the junction is coupled to the difference in magnon chemical
potential, realizing the magnon spin analogue of an electrical capacitor. The relation between magnon spin and magnon
chemical potential difference directly follows from considering the magnon density-density interaction between the
two ferromagnets. We analyse the junction in detail by considering spin injection and detection from normal metal
leads, the tunneling current across the junction and magnon decay within the ferromagnet, showing that such a struc-
ture realizes a magnon spin capacitor in series with a spin resistor. Choosing yttrium iron garnet as the ferromagnet,
we numerically calculate the capacitance, which ranges from picofarad to microfarad, depending on the area of the
junction. We therefore conclude that the magnon spin capacitor could directly be of use in applications.

Spintronics aims to replace charge with the spin degree
of freedom, in particular targeting the replacement of con-
ventional CMOS technology. A number of spintronics cir-
cuit elements have to date been implemented, such as spin
transistors1 and methods for efficient spin transport.2,3 Less
attention has been paid to designing a spin capacitor, a spin-
tronic analogue of the electrical capacitor. Analogous to elec-
trical capacitors,4 spin capacitors are important for the fast
manipulation of spin systems, because of their frequency-
dependent response. Previously, proposals for a spin ca-
pacitor have either employed conventional electrical capaci-
tors combined with spin polarization5–7 or magnetic tunnel-
ing junctions8–11, having to deal with short spin decoher-
ence times, or were only concerned with the storage of spin
over long timescales,12 neglecting the important frequency re-
sponse.

In this work we theoretically propose how to realize a
magnon spin capacitor, employing magnons, or spin waves, as
spin carriers.13,14 Because magnons have fast-response times
and are long lived, the magnon spin capacitor functions over
a wide frequency range, proving its usefulness in spintronics.

We consider a ferromagnetic junction with a general XXZ
type coupling as shown in Fig. 1a, and obtain the fundamental
magnon spin capacitor relation

dQm = CmdVm, (1)

where Qm ≡ ℏ(nL − nR) is the relative magnon spin, defined
as the buildup in magnon number nL/R over the junction and
Vm ≡ µ

L
m − µ

R
m is the magnon spin accumulation bias, defined

as the difference in magnon chemical potentials µL/R
m . Left

(L) and right (R) indicate the left and right ferromagnet. Fi-
nally, Cm is a coefficient relating the two quantities, which we
identify as the magnon spin capacitance. Importantly, this is
the direct result of considering the density-density interaction,
coupling the S z components of the spins in the left and right
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FIG. 1. (a) The ferromagnetic (FM) junction with attached normal
metal (NM) leads considered in this work. (b) The circuit represen-
tation of the junction. A spin bias is applied through the spin accu-
mulation µe

L/R in the left/right normal metal lead, driving the magnon
chemical potentials µL/R

m . The left and right ferromagnet with width
w and surface area A are coupled through an XXZ coupling with
strengths U⊥ and Uz, giving rise to a tunneling current (represented
by the resistance RT ) and a magnon capacitance, represented by two
capacitors in series, related to the quantum magnon capacitance CQ

and to the mutual interaction CM . The resistors RI represent the in-
terfacial resistance of the NM|FM interface and the resistors RG the
magnon decay. The spin current injected in the right normal metal
lead, Is, can be measured through the inverse spin Hall effect.

ferromagnet—in analogy with the Coulomb interaction in the
electrical capacitor.

Our proposal realizes a magnon spin capacitor in a ferro-
magnetic junction similar to those used in magnon spin valve
experiments.15 We consider both a parallel and antiparallel
configuration of the magnetization and show that the magnon
capacitance can be tuned by the alignment. To connect to
a possible experimental setup, we include the injection and
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detection of spin through normal metal leads—creating the
magnonic circuit as shown in Fig. 1b. Finally, we show that
the quantum magnon capacitance plays a role at low temper-
atures, and discuss how it is related to the instability of the
antiparallel configuration of the magnetization.

We consider a junction of two ferromagnetic insulators, as
depicted in Fig. 1a. The dynamics of the spins Si with length
S in the bulk of each ferromagnet are modelled by the Hamil-
tonian

HL/R = −
1
2

∑
i j

JL/R,i jSL/R,i · SL/R, j − hL/R

∑
i

S z
L/R,i , (2)

where i, j label the lattice sites, JL/R,i j is the exchange cou-
pling, which we take to be nearest neighbour with strength
JL/R,i j ≡ JL/R > 0 and hL/R ≡ ℏγL/Rµ0HL/R is the Zeeman
energy, with γL/R the gyromagnetic ratio and µ0HL/R the mag-
netic field in the left or right ferromagnet, which can be pos-
itive or negative, allowing for a parallel or antiparallel align-
ment of the spins with the z-axis.

We apply the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, S −L/R,i ≃√
2S bL/R,i + O(S −1/2) and S z,↑

L/R,i = S − b†L/R,ibL/R,i or S z,↓
L/R,i =

−S + b†L/R,ibL/R,i.16 Here ↑ and ↓ refer to the parallel and an-
tiparallel alignment of the spins with the z-axis. The spin
Hamiltonian (2) is then diagonalized through the Fourier
transformation bL/R,i = 1/

√
NL/R

∑
k eik·ri bL/R,k to obtain

HL/R =
∑

k ℏωL/R,kb†L/R,kbL/R,k. In what follows we work in
the long-wavelength limit, such that ℏωL/R,k = ∆L/R+JL/R,sk2,
where ∆L/R ≡ ℏγL/Rµ0HL/R is the magnon gap and JL/R,s ≡

JL/RS L/Ra2
L/R is the spin stiffness, with aL/R the lattice con-

stant. The coupling between two isotropic ferromagnetic in-
sulators can typically be described as an effective XXZ type
coupling, Hc = H⊥ + Hz, where H⊥ = −

∑
i j U⊥i j(S

x
L,iS

x
R, j +

S y
L,iS

y
R, j) and Hz = −

∑
i j Uz

i jS
z
L,iS

z
R, j, with U⊥i j and Uz

i j the
transverse and longitudinal exchange coupling respectively.
For the relative parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) configu-
rations of the magnetization we obtain, after applying the
Holstein-Primakoff transformation

HP
⊥ = −

√
S LS R

NLNR

∑
kk′

U⊥kk′ (bL,kb†R,k′ + H. c.), (3)

HP
z = −Uz

0

∑
kk′

nL,knR,k′ , (4)

HAP
⊥ = −

√
S LS R

NLNR

∑
kk′

U⊥kk′ (b
†

L,kb†R,k′ + bL,kbR,k′ ), (5)

HAP
z = +Uz

0

∑
kk′

nL,knR,k′ , (6)

where nL/R,k ≡ b†L/R,kbL/R,k is the magnon number opera-
tor, U⊥kk′ ≡

∑
i j e−ik·ri e−ik′·r j U⊥i j is the scattering rate and

Uz
0 ≡
∑

i j
Uz

i j

NLNR
is the density-density interaction strength. We

have performed the usual expansion in large S , but have kept
the magnon density-density interaction, ∝ nL,knR,k′ , that cou-
ples the magnon densities of the two subsystems. We disre-
gard constant energy shifts, which do not play a role in the dy-
namics. The density-density interaction strength Uz

0 is directly

related to the classical energy of the system and can thus be
experimentally determined, which we discuss in more detail
in the supplementary material. Finally, we note that in the an-
tiparallel configuration there is no tunneling allowed between
the left and right subsystem, since the magnon excitations are
orthogonal to each other.

Central to our work is the magnon density-density interac-
tion, described by Eqs. (4, 6). This interaction is quartic in
magnon operators and can therefore not be brought to a di-
agonalized form. However, if the coupling energy scale, set
by Uz

0, is small compared to the bulk energy scales, we can
employ a mean-field approach. The left/right magnon distri-
bution function is then

nL/R,k = fB

ℏωL/R,k + UL/R − µ
L/R
m

kBTL/R

 , (7)

where fB(x) = 1/(ex − 1) is the Bose function and UL/R ≡

∓Uz
0
∑

k′ nR/L,k′ is the energy as a result of the density-density
interaction with the second ferromagnet, thus coupling the
magnon distribution of the left ferromagnet with the right fer-
romagnet as a shift of the right magnon band and vice versa.
Here ∓ indicates the parallel (−) and antiparallel (+) config-
uration. We have introduced the magnon chemical potential
µL/R

m for the left/right ferromagnet to parametrize a long-living
nonequilibrium magnon state, which is justified on time scales
longer than the number-conserving exchange driven magnon-
magnon scattering time.3

For simplicity, we assume the left and right ferromag-
nets to be identical, i.e., ωL,k = ωR,k ≡ ωk and consider
equal temperatures, TL = TR ≡ T . To determine the non-
equilibrium response, we expand the magnon distribution as
nL/R,k = n0

k
+ δnL/R,k, where n0

k
is the equilibrium magnon

distribution and δnL/R,k the non-equilibrium response. The
potential energy is now written as an effective energy shift,
UL/R = ∓Uz

0
∑

k′ n0
k′
+ δnR/L,k′ . Assuming that both µL/R

m ≪ ∆

and UL/R ≪ ∆, we expand the magnon distribution function,
Eq. (7), in µL/R

m and UL/R to find

δnL,k = −
∂n0

k

∂ωk

µL
m ± Uz

0

∑
k′

(n0
k′ + δnR,k′ )

 , (8)

δnR,k = −
∂n0

k

∂ωk

µR
m ± Uz

0

∑
k′

(n0
k′ + δnL,k′ )

 , (9)

where we used n0
k
= fB(ℏωk/kBT ). These coupled equations

describe the response of the system to a change in magnon
number through one of two ways: (1) changing the chemical
potential and (2) shifting the bottom of the band.17 The bottom
of the band is set by the mutual density-density interaction,
thus coupling the two equations. Eqs. (8, 9) are now solved
for δnL/R,k to find the relative magnon spin,

Qm = −ℏ
∑
k

∂n0
k

∂ℏωk

(
Vm ∓ Uz

0Qm/ℏ
)
, (10)

where Qm ≡ ℏ
∑

k(nL,k − nR,k) and Vm ≡ µ
L
m − µ

R
m. Now,

we solve Eq. (10) to obtain Qm and take the derivative with
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respect to Vm to obtain the central result of this work: the
fundamental magnon spin capacitor equation (1). Explicitly,
we find the capacitance as

1
Cm
=

1
CQ
±

1
CM
, (11)

where

CQ = −ℏV

∫
d3k

(2π)3

∂ fB

(
ℏωk
kBT

)
∂ℏωk

(12)

is the quantum magnon capacitance (converted to an integral
in the thermodynamic limit) and

CM =
ℏ

UzA (13)

is the mutual magnon capacitance. Here we used the fact that,
for sufficiently large systems, the interaction Uz

i j is local and
translationally invariant, such that we can write Uz

0 = U
z/A,

whereA is the interfacial surface area of the ferromagnet and
Uz is the interfacial coupling energy. We refer the reader to
the supplementary material for more details regarding the area
scaling.

The Hamiltonian H⊥ yields a tunneling current Is =

σT (µL
m − µ

R
m), between the two magnon subsystems, if U⊥kk′

is small compared to the bulk energy scales.18 We give σT in
the supplementary material. Note that in the antiparallel con-
figuration σT = 0 [cf. Eq. (5)].

From Eq. (1) we obtain the relation of the magnon current
through the system, Im ≡ Q̇m, in response to the rate of change
in magnon spin accumulation, V̇m, as Im(t) = CmV̇m(t). In the
parallel configuration there will be a leakage current flowing
between the left and right ferromagnet, acting as an additional
resistor in parallel to the capacitor with resistance R−1

T ≡ σT .
We therefore represent the magnonic capacitor with the circuit
representation in Fig. 1b, consisting of a mutual and quantum
capacitor in series, parallel to a resistor.

The magnon capacitor offers an additional engineering de-
gree of freedom: the choice between a parallel and antiparallel
configuration, which switches the sign of the mutual magnon
capacitance CM and changes the leakage current Is from fi-
nite to zero. The switching of the sign of the mutual magnon
capacitance is the effect of the interfacial exchange coupling,
which energetically prefers a parallel alignment for Uz

0 > 0.
The build-up of relative magnon spin Qm thus increases the
total energy of the system in the parallel alignment, whereas
in the antiparallel alignment the total energy is decreased.
Increasing the magnon number also incurs an energetic cost
due to the Bose-Einstein statistics, described by the quantum
magnon capacitance. In the antiparallel configuration there
thus exists an energetic instability if CAP

M > CQ, beyond which
the linear spin-wave theory employed here is no longer valid.

We next consider the magnon capacitor in a structure
with normal metal leads attached, demonstrating a simple
magnonic circuit that can be realized with the magnon capac-
itor. An attached normal metal (NM) lead to a ferromagnet
(FM) will drive a spin current across the NM|FM interface

given by IL/R = σI(µe
L/R − µ

L/R
m ), where σI is given in the sup-

plementary material. The resistance of the NM|FM interface
is then R−1

I ≡ σI .
The magnon number is not a conserved quantity, and

magnons will decay through several processes, such as
magnon-phonon scattering. This effect can be modeled with
a resistor to ground, with a resistance R−1

G = VσG, where σG
is the spin-relaxation conductance, which we obtain from ex-
perimental measurements.

The total work done will be dWm = VmdQm/ℏ, such that the
total energy stored in the magnon capacitor is

E =
1
ℏ

Q2
m

2Cm
=

1
2

Cm

ℏ
V2

m. (14)

From this expression for the energy it is clear that the en-
ergy is stored in the buildup of relative magnon spin Qm over
the capacitor, mediated by the mutual interaction, i.e., the en-
ergy due to the interactions between magnons in the left and
right ferromagnet that results from the density-density interac-
tion. Since magnons have a finite lifetime, this is not a perfect
magnon spin battery and will drain over a timescale set by
RGCm.

Attaching normal metal leads to the ferromagnetic junc-
tion corresponds to the magnonic circuit as shown in Fig. 1,
where a spin-accumulation bias Ve = µ

e
L − µ

e
R is applied to

the magnon capacitor, consisting of two capacitors in series,
representing the quantum magnon capacitance CQ and mu-
tual interaction CM , with a parallel leakage resistor. The finite
magnon lifetime is parametrized with two resistors to ground.
This circuit can then be analyzed using conventional circuit
analysis. As we will show later, for typical parameters the
magnon decay resistance RG and tunneling resistance RT are
large, while the resistance of the NM|FM interface is small,
and they can thus be effectively disregarded. The circuit can
therefore be treated as a capacitor, where the injected spin cur-
rent in the right normal metal, Is(t) in Fig. 1b, can be measured
(through the inverse spin Hall effect). In addition, this capac-
itor can of course be embedded in a larger spintronics circuit,
disregarding the need for electrical injection and detection of
spin altogether.

In this work we propose the simplest RC-circuit which can
be built with the magnon spin capacitor, where an additional
resistor with resistance R is placed in series with the spin ca-
pacitor to realize an RC-circuit. We then obtain for the DC
response, with the capacitor initially uncharged and at t = 0
an external spin bias is applied, Is(t) = Ve

R e−t/τ, where τ ≡ RC
is the time constant of this system, also known as the RC time.
Since the magnon capacitance can switch sign between the
parallel and antiparallel configuration, τ can have either sign
and thus the magnon current can increase exponentially—
reversing the magnetization, unless it is limited by non-linear
interactions. The AC response is a high-pass filter, Is(ω) =
1
R

iτω
1+iτωVe(ω), with cutoff frequency ωc ≡ τ

−1 and associated
frequency-dependent phase shift tan ϕ ≡ (ωτ)−1.

We now numerically calculate the capacitance and resis-
tances, considering both ferromagnetic insulators to be ytr-
rium iron garnet (YIG), such that S = 14.2, Js = 8.5 ×
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FIG. 2. The total capacitance Cm in the parallel orientation at room
temperature T = 290 K, as a function of the surface area A, for
varying interaction strengthUz. The dashed line indicates CQ, which
provides as an upper limit for the total capacitance [cf. Eq. (11)].

10−40 Jm2 and we take ∆/kB = 1 K.19 Furthermore, we as-
sume a rough interface with an isotropic exchange coupling,
such that scattering of the incident magnons does not conserve
momentum and we have a tunneling amplitude U⊥kk′ ≈ U⊥.
The normal metals we assume to be platinum (Pt), with the
spin-mixing conductance for the Pt|YIG interface given by
g↑↓ = 1.6 × 1014 S/m2.20,21 In what follows, we quote ca-
pacitances and resistances in electrical units, by assigning
magnons a charge e and expressing the chemical potential V
in voltage, i.e., Qm → Qm e/ℏ and Vm → Vm/e, such that
C → C e2/ℏ and R→ R ℏ/e2.

Motivated by recent magnon valve experiments,15,22 we
assume a coupling strength Uz/a2 and tunneling amplitude
U⊥ of 1 µeV to 100 µeV. This interfacial coupling can
originate from the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
coupling,23–25, or from magnetostatic coupling through the
dipole-dipole interaction.26,27

For a device of 1 × 1 × 1 µm and Uz/a2 = U⊥ = 10 µeV
at room temperature, we find CM ≈ 10 nF and CQ ≈ 50 nF.
Therefore, neither capacitance can be disregarded and remains
relevant, in contrast to the electronic case, where the quantum
capacitance can usually be neglected for macroscopic devices.
The Pt|YIG interfacial resistance is RI ≈ 0.3Ω and the tun-
neling resistance (in the parallel orientation) between the two
ferromagnets is RT ≈ 600 MΩ. Furthermore, for YIG at room
temperature σG = 5 mS/µm3 and thus RG ≈ 200Ω.3

The magnon chemical potential and thus the magnon ca-
pacitance are only well defined on timescales slower than
the magnon-magnon scattering time scale, which is approx-
imately 10−13 s in YIG at room temperature.3,28 The magnon
spin capacitor will additionally decharge over a timescale set
by CmRG, which is 10−6 s for the same parameters. Therefore,
the magnon spin capacitor functions over a wide time scale.
In addition, the magnon spin diffusion length, which is 10 µm
in YIG at room temperature,3 sets the length scale over which
the chemical potential can be regarded as constant, beyond
which additional modifications of our theory are necessary.

We show the total capacitance in Fig. 2 as a function of the

10−1 100 101 102

T (K)

101

103

105

CM/CQ

∆

CP

CAP

10−13

10−11

10−9

10−7

Cm (F)

CM

FIG. 3. The ratio between the mutual and quantum magnon ca-
pacitance (blue solid, left axis) and the total capacitance Cm in the
parallel orientation (red solid, right axis) and antiparallel orienta-
tion (red dashed, right axis), as a function of temperature. Here
Uz/a2 = 10 µeV and device size is 1 × 1 × 1 µm. The horizontal
dashed line indicates CM , which is independent of temperature and
the vertical dashed line indicates the magnon gap ∆ = 1 K.

surface area A. Here, the dashed line indicates the quantum
capacitance CQ, which serves as an upper limit [cf. Eq. (11)].
We observe that the capacitance can be tuned over a wide
range through the surface area, similar to how surface area in
electronics is used to obtain the desired electrical capacitance.

We now consider the effect of temperature on the capac-
itance in Fig. 3, where we show the ratio CM/CQ together
with the total capacitance Cm in the parallel and antiparal-
lel configuration. For low temperatures, CQ < CM and thus
Cm ≈ CQ. At higher temperatures, the quantum capacitance
reduces and the mutual magnon capacitance becomes rele-
vant, and Cm ≈ CM in the high-temperature limit.

In the antiparallel orientation, the quantum and mutual
magnon capacitance compete [as can be seen from the mi-
nus sign in Eq. (11)], and thus the total capacitance diverges,
which will result in a divergence of the RC time—beyond
which the antiparallel orientation is unstable. This is due to
the fact that the thermal magnons now have sufficient energy
to overcome the mutual interaction energy. The divergence is
thus related to a bosonic Stoner-like instability, i.e., the trade-
off between kinetic and interaction energies.29,30 We note that
for our choice of parameters and materials this divergence oc-
curs at approximately 60 K, but this is strongly dependent on
both the dimensions of the device and the coupling strength.

In conclusion, we have shown that a ferromagnetic junction
functions as a magnon spin capacitor, thus providing a key
element for spintronic circuits. We have derived the funda-
mental capacitor equation (1), coupling the relative magnon
spin Qm to the magnon spin accumulation bias Vm through
a magnon spin capacitance Cm, with contributions from the
mutual magnon capacitance and the quantum magnon capaci-
tance. When normal metal leads and an additional resistor are
attached this device can be readily used in an RC circuit. Fi-
nally, we showed that a wide parameter range is available. We
therefore also conclude that the magnon spin capacitor as con-
sidered in this work could be directly of use in applications.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material gives more details on the
density-density interaction and gives expressions for σT and
σI . It includes Refs. [31–35].
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Supplementary Material

I. DENSITY-DENSITY INTERACTION

We show in more detail how the density-density interaction can be derived. In what follows, we will assume parallel ori-
entation of the magnetization, but the results for the antiparallel orientation will follow analogously. We are interested in the
coupling described by and

Hz = −
∑

i j

Uz
i jS

z
L,iS

z
R, j (S1)

where Uz
i j is the longitudinal exchange coupling. After applying the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, we obtain

Hz = −S LS R

∑
i j

Uz
i j −
∑

i j

Uz
i jb
†

L,ibL,ib
†

R, jbR, j, (S2)

where we have also kept the constant contribution to the energy.
We now apply the Fourier transformation bL/R,i = 1/

√
Nint
∑

k eik·ri bL/R,k to the Nint sites which participate in the interaction
to obtain the four point-interaction

H (4)
z = −

1
N2

int

∑
kqk′q′

∑
i j

Uz
i j e−iri(k−q)e−ir j(k′−q′)b†L,kbL,qb†L,k′bL,q′ , (S3)

= −
1

N2
int

∑
kqk′q′

Uz
kqk′q′

b†L,kbL,qb†L,k′bL,q′ , (S4)

where we have defined

Uz
kqk′q′

≡
∑

i j

Uz
i j e−iri(k−q)e−ir j(k′−q′) (S5)

as the Fourier transformation of the four-point interaction. We are interested in only the density-density interaction, i.e., only the
part of the summation where k = q and k′ = q′,1 and obtain

H (4)
z = −

1
N2

int

∑
kk′

Uz
kkk′k′

nL,knR,k′ , (S6)

where

Uz
kkk′k′

=
∑

i j

Uz
i j e−iri(k−k)e−ir j(k′−k′) =

∑
i j

Uz
i j (S7)

and thus we arrive at eqs. (4) and (6) in the main text,

H (4)
z = −Uz

0

∑
kk′

nL,knR,k′ , (S8)

with

Uz
0 ≡

1
N2

int

∑
i j

Uz
i j (S9)

A priori, it might seem surprising that the density-density interaction strength is independent of momentum, but this is a direct
result of momentum conservation, as also explained by the Feynmann diagram in fig. S1.

1 Here we note that the other parts of the interaction, i.e., where k , q and k′ , q′, would give rise to self-energy corrections to the magnon energy,31 which,
since Uz

i j is assumed to be small, are also small, nor they do affect the capacitance. However, they could potentially give rise to a spontaneous symmetry
breaking.32
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FIG. S1. The Feynmann diagram representing the density-density interaction in momentum space, eq. (S8). Importantly, because of momentum
conservation at each vertex, no momentum is carried by the interaction Uz

0.

Lastly, we note that experimentally, the interaction can be measured by measuring the classical energy E0, which contains
contributions from Uz

0, as is evident from eq. (S2).2 The classical energy is given by (here ± refers to the parallel and antiparallel
orientation)

E0 = (JS 2
LNL + JS 2

RNR) − (hLS LNL ± hRS RNR) ∓ S LS R

∑
i j

Uz
i j. (S10)

Experimentally, one would then measure the critical field at which the antiparallel orientation becomes unstable, i.e., where
E0 = 0. This field is then given by

hc
R =

S L

NR

∑
i j

Uz
i j =

S LN2
int

NR
Uz

0 (S11)

and is thus directly related to the density-density interaction in the fourth-order Holstein-Primakoff expansion. We can now
use this to our advantage, using experimentally measured values of the critical field to make realistic predictions of the mutual
capacitance. Importantly, the specifics of the interaction are not important.

For example, a critical field of 20 mT to switch a YIG layer of 40nm,15 would result in hc
R ≈ 2 µeV, NR = 30Nint and thus

NintUz
0 ≈ 5 µeV. Finally, making use of the fact that Nint = A/a2 we can write Uz

0 = U
z/A withUz/a2 ≈ 5 µeV.

A. Coulomb interaction

It is instructive to compare the result obtained above with the electronic capacitor, where the density-density interaction arises
due to the Coulomb interaction,

Ucoulomb(ri j) =
e2

4πϵ0

1
|ri j|
. (S12)

We consider for simplicity two parallel two-dimensional plates, with charge Q = −eN on the left plate and charge Q = eN on
the right plate, where N is the number of electrons. Now Uz

0 can be easily found from Gauss’s law by noting that the electric
field at position ri of the left plate is given by E = Q/(ϵA), such that the electrostatic potential at position ri is

Vi =

∫ d

0
E dz =

Qd
ϵA

(S13)

and thus, after performing the summations over ri and r j (over the left and right plate) and dividing by N2 we have

Ucoulomb
0 =

e2

ϵ0

d
A

(S14)

and we can identify

Ucoulomb =
e2d
ϵ0

(S15)

2 Here classical refers to the energy up to zeroth order in Holstein-Primakoff operators, which is equivalent to the classical energy one obtains by assuming a
specific classical state.
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and thus we have, upon inserting this in Eq. (13) in the main text,

Ccoulomb
m =

ℏϵ0
e2d
A (S16)

which we can convert to an electrical capacitance by multiplying by e2/ℏ, to obtain the canonical result

Ce =
e2

ℏ
Cm =

ϵ0
d
A. (S17)

II. MEAN-FIELD APPROXIMATION

There is an important subtlety with the mean-field approximation we employ in the main text, which we wish to elaborate on
here. In particular, we employ the mean-field approximation after Fourier transforming, i.e., we write

Hz = −Uz
0

∑
kk′

⟨nL,k⟩nR,k′ + nL,k⟨nR,k′⟩, (S18)

which is only valid if the entire macroscopic device can be regarded as having a single distribution function. Here ⟨nL/R,k⟩ is the
expectation value of the number operator, which in equilibrium can be written as eq. (7) in the main text.

If instead we perform the mean-field approximation locally, we have

Hz = −Ui jnL,i⟨nR, j⟩ + Ui j⟨nL,i⟩nR, j, (S19)

which can be Fourier transformed to obtain

Hz = −
1

Nint

∑
k

U′i j(nL,k + nR,k), (S20)

where

U′L/R,i j ≡
∑

i j

Ui j⟨nR/L, j⟩ (S21)

is the effective potential shift, which is dependent on the magnon number at site j. Now ⟨nR/L, j⟩ can be found in equilibrium as

⟨nR/L, j⟩ =
1

Nint

∑
k′

e−iri·k
′

⟨nR/L,k′⟩ (S22)

and thus

U′L/R,i j ≡
1

Nint

∑
i j

∑
k′

Ui je−iri·k
′

⟨nR/L,k′⟩ =
∑
k′

Uk′⟨nR/L,k′⟩, (S23)

Finally, we obtain that

Hz = −
1

Nint

∑
kk′

Uk′ (nL,k⟨nR,k′⟩ + nR,k⟨nL,k′⟩). (S24)

This coupling differs from that given in eq. (S8), since now the interaction strength is k′ dependent.3 However, if we assume that
Uk′ ≈ U, which is typically the case for rough interfaces, we obtain the same capacitance. This can be readily seen by writing

Hz = −
1

Nint

∑
kk′

U(nL,k⟨nR,k′⟩ + nR,k⟨nL,k′⟩) (S25)

and thus the potential shift can be written as [see also the discussion in the main text after eq. (7)]

UL/R,k = ∓
U

Nint

∑
k′

n0
k′ + δnR/L,k′ , (S26)

which allows us to directly identifyUz = a2U. Importantly, this implies that the resulting capacitance has the same area scaling.

3 The difference of 1/N vs 1/N2 is due to the fact that in eq. (S23) we have explicitly performed one summation over i.
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III. SPIN CURRENT THROUGH NORMAL METAL|FERROMAGNET INTERFACE

An attached normal metal (NM) lead to a ferromagnet (FM) will drive a spin current across the NM|FM interface given by

IL/R = σI(µe
L/R − µ

,L/R
m ), (S27)

where

σI = A
3ℏg↑↓ζ(3/2)a3

4e2πSΛ3 (S28)

is the interfacial spin conductance, µe
L/R is the electron spin accumulation in the left/right normal metal lead, g↑↓ is the interfacial

spin mixing conductance and Λ =
√

4πJs/kBT is the magnon thermal wavelength.33–35

IV. TUNNELING CURRENT

If U⊥kk′ is small compared to the bulk energy scales, the HamiltonianH⊥ yields a tunneling current

Is = σT (µL
m − µ

R
m), (S29)

between the two magnon subsystems.18 Here,

σT =
π

2kBT

∫ ∞
−∞

dϵDT (ϵ) csch2 (ϵ/2kBT ) (S30)

is the conductance of the ferromagnetic junction, with DT (ϵ) = S 2

N2

∑
kk′ |U⊥kk′ |

2δ(ϵ − ℏωk)δ(ϵ − ℏωk′ ) the tunneling density of
states.
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